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An open restaurant offers us an amazing experience. There are many open restaurants that are
there these days. The popularity of these places is growing day by day and tremendously. The
reason behind the popularity of open restaurants is that an open restaurant offers an experience
that's unique and unconventional. An open restaurant is not about closed four walled space turned
into an eatery with a few furnishing items, an open restaurant is about greenery, open air and fresh
as well as feel good factor attached to it.

There are two kinds of open air restaurants that are to be seen widely these days- one being a
restaurant opened in a grassy lawn, the other being a restaurant opened near a swimming pool!
Both kinds of restaurants have a charm of their own and offer amazing experience to the customers.
There are certain factors that contribute towards this experience.

Greenery around is one of the most basic elements and also one of the major factors that an open
restaurant should have. An open restaurant wouldn't look great at all and wouldn't feel fresh if it
does not have greenery around. If the restaurant is opened in a lawn area, then obviously the
restaurant has to have plants, trees and flowers around to add to the feel of the space. If the
restaurant is around a swimming pool in a club, then there could be plants in pots kept around the
area to make it look vivacious and full of vitality.

Another important thing that an open air-restaurant must have is the right type of lighting. Since,
there would be customers coming in late evening or night, the open-air restaurant has to be ready
with ample lighting to greet the guests and not treat them with dark and shadowy evening. Proper
lighting would make the atmosphere lively and bright.

Lastly, an open air restaurant is prone to be affected by weather changes a great deal even if there
are umbrellas and shades for every seating space. Sunlight, dew, rain etc. everything is bound to
affect the furniture of the open air restaurants a great deal. Therefore, it seems extremely wise to
explore options of furnishings available with different laminate manufacturers. Laminate furnishing
made out of sturdy laminate sheets are an absolute winner of a solution for an open air restaurant!
Availability of laminate colors also makes the task of opting aesthetically rich furnishing easy and
interesting.
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